
Major comments: 
 
1. We politely ask to disagree with reviewer #2.  In section 3.2 we did list and discuss the 

growth rates that the reviewer is missing and compare them to other Arctic and subarctic 
results.  After suggestions of reviewer #1 this discussion is widened to include growth rates 
measured over the North Atlantic. 

 
2. Assuming that reviewer # 2 means global radiation with the acronym GR and condensation 

sink with the acronym CS we fail to see substantial additional value in a scatter plot of 
formation rates at 10 nm rates versus CS/GR, in particular since much of the data set does 
not include particles smaller than 10 nm. 

 
3. We feel comfortable with our definition of PCT-events, (which reviewer #2 did not object 

to).  From our data one cannot make any statements about a “lack of growth” because we 
have no information on any growth processes that occurred before the particles reached 
diameters that we could sense with our instruments. 

 
4. We are most grateful for the information about NPF-events in Australian Eucalyptus 

forests comparable to our MEV-events and included three related “Suni papers” in our 
discussion of MEV-events with the text “ The concurrent appearance of high concentrations 
at many particle sizes below 60 nm resembles the nocturnal NPF-events analyzed by Suni 
et al. (2008) in the Australian Eucalyptus forest and simulated in subsequent chamber 
experiments (Ristovski et al., 2010; Junninen et al., 2008).  We emphasize though that the 
condensing vapors in the Australian NPF-events originating from terrestrial biogenic 
emission are quite different from the polymer gels implicated in the Arctic MEV-events 
and originating from the surface microlayer of the ocean.”  

 
 
Minor comment: 
 
We updated the address of Peter Tunved 
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